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Gentlemen
In accordance with the Land Utilization and Feasibility Study 
contract dated April 1, 1964 and direction to hold completion 
of the study until receipt of notice to complete, we have been 
glad to conform to its requirements and herewith present this 
feasibility study report. The format of the contract closely 
follows that for a land utilization and marketability study 
report for a project area. However, at the time of execution 
of the contract a particular project had not been definitively 
outlined as in fact the objectives of the study were to deter­
mine just what such project outline should be and to explore 
the feasibility and scope of a project that might be reasonably 
undertaken by the Town of Hallowell.
Concurrently however it was requested and it was understood that 
this feasibility report should be prepared In such a way that it 
might later substitute (with minimum subsequent updating and 
amendment) to fill the needs of a project land utilization and
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marketability study. Therefore it has been written along the 
lines and format of such a project market study.
The objective of such a project land utilization and market­
ability study is to provide an estimate of the market’s capacity 
to realistically absorb certain types of land uses in certain 
amounts, usually under specifically assumed site layouts, con­
trols, environmental conditions, all within a reasonable project 
time period.
Such land study and consultation service is made by one experi­
enced in real estate, as an appraiser or consultant, who is also 
versed in land planning and economics, for the purpose of assisting 
others in their determination of the final plan and pattern of site 
and land use designations , controls and disposition areas in an 
urban renewal area. Generally the scope of the land utilization 
and marketability consultation and study is preliminary in nature 
and includes:-
(1) Consideration of those economic and social forces 
within a community which would indicate or in­
fluence potential land uses for a project area.
(2) Examination from a broad realty point of view of 
the intrinsic and environmental opportunities and 
limitations for a given urban renewal project area 
and its neighborhood.
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( 3 ) Consideration of the site itself, a generalized lay­
out and land use potential, including preferred and 
alternate uses. In this case the Authority has not 
as yet made any detailed preferred land use desig­
nations .
(4) Consideration of marketability factors, absorption, 
rehabilitation, disposal, redevelopment or other 
special problems as they may be pertinent.
(5) General conclusions on feasibility, layout, uses 
and programming as will be helpful to the Local 
Authority and to the Federal Urban Renewal Authority 
in their further decisions relative to the project.
In this particular instance the study area was initially out­
lined as being bounded by Winthrop Street, Kennebec River,
Academy Street and the Railroad. In our contract we requested 
that our study area be expanded with permission to examine uses 
of that property west of the Railroad Tracks to Middle Street, 
inasmuch as our initial inspection saw a conflict of land uses 
and some dilapidation in this adjoining area.
As Indicated by the name, the location of this study area includes 
most of the downtown center of the Town of Hallowell. As the en­
closed photographs and maps will show the environment includes the
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fairly wide Kennebec River to the east, a multi-story manufactur­
ing plant and relatively dense residential uses to the south, 
residential and institutional uses on the west, residential and 
commercial uses including the public uses of Town Hall and Post 
Office to the north.
Within the scale of this 3,000 population community the study area 
has many of the typical ingredients found in much larger communi­
ties including physical deterioration, functional obsolescence, 
congestion, through highway traffic, and topographic problems. The 
location and environment with which the study area's problems are 
associated can also provide the means for their solution, if, 
through public action, land can be assembled into larger areas 
for more effective re-use and redevelopment.
The underlying influence on real estate activity in this community 
is its neighbor city immediately to the north, being the state 
capital of Augusta. Although dominated in many ways by this state 
capital as a place of work and a place to shop, Hallowell has none­
theless retained a character of its own, an identity, and an ap­
parent economic strength which would appear to enable it to under­
take its own renewal activity, if this renewal activity is com­
posed of modest but successive steps towards a constructive solution.
In summary we estimate that Hallowell can successfully undertake
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renewal activity in a smaller three block area, which will later 
be defined as Study Area #2, bounded by its three highest traffic 
streets.
We estimate a community capacity to absorb (build and support) 
from 24,000 to 30,000 square feet of new retail and office con­
struction and redevelopment, if properly served by 75,000 to 
90,000 square feet of attractive parking area.
We recommend however that soon after Hallowell undertakes such 
first digestible size project, that it consider successive action 
to the west and/or to the south, which action will include less 
clearance and more rehabilitation than is feasible in this first, 
more central and smaller, project area.
We have made several inspections of the property and the neighbor­
hood and have availed ourselves of the opinions of local officials 
and businessmen for whose co-operation we are most grateful. Cer­
tain other basic data which we have considered in this study, but 
which has not necessarily been reproduced herein has been furnished 
by various town and state departments, the U.S.Census and by the 
Planning Consultants, James W. Sewall Company of Old Town, Maine.
The sequence and form of this report have been determined in part 
by logical presentation and comprehension and in part by the 
specific form and content required under the study contract.
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It is this consultantTs opinion that subject to certain basic 
assumptions, limitations and conditions set forth in this report, 
that from the point of view of land utilization and feasibility 
there can be a successful project developed within Study Area #2 
of the central area of Hallowell, Maine.
Yours very truly,
W. H. Ballard Company.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL DESCRIPTION
Area
As the enclosed road map section will show the Town of Hallowell 
Is located in the shadow of the State Capital of Augusta, yet 
within a "cluster chain" of south-central Maine cities , from 
Biddeford and Saco and Portland on the south, to Waterville above 
Augusta on the north. Note its location along the Kennebec 
River and its general accessibility to the Maine Turnpike via 
Augusta to the north or Gardiner to the south, so that its resi­
dents may find employment opportunities in four to six major em­
ployment centers within thirty minutes driving time.
When one adds to this the tourist and vacation attraction of 
MaineTs Lakes Region running somewhat west of this line of 
travel from Sebago Lake on the south to the Belgrade Lakes west 
of Waterville to the north, then the general area of Hallowell 
(particularly as it is adjacent to the growing governmental em­
ployment and opportunities in Augusta) can be said to be far and 
away a better one than many more outlying communities throughout 
the State, which do not have this broad basis of opportunity upon 
which to depend.
Augusta to the north has about 21,000 population and offers em­
ployment as the State Capital or in textile, shoe, paper manu­
facturing, wood products, poultry processing and a variety of
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Area (Continued)
smaller industrial and service endeavors. The city of Gardiner 
to the south has a population of about 6800 and also has diversi­
fied manufacturing including shoes and paper.
The enclosed area Population Dot Map of this section of south- 
central Maine locates Hallowell just south of Augusta and within 
a general rural and farming area with a fairly evenly spread popu­
lation distribution outside of the principal urban clusters.
Lastly we enclose a section of a topographic map of the surrounding 
area showing both Hallowell and Augusta as they originally de­
veloped and depended upon the Kennebec River (which is tidal at 
this point) for both power and transportation. A sample of the 
extensive recreational inland lakes is apparent in the vicinity 
of East Winthrop. Note limited development density, even sur­
rounding Augusta to the north, east and west.
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Town
In order to quickly establish for this report purposes the land 
use patterns in the Town of Hallowell and the relation of the 
center area to the balance of the community, we next include a 
Land Use Map (prepared by James W. Sewall Company), illustrating 
its rural area to the west of the Maine Turnpike (which has no 
interchange within the Town of Hallowell). The second map 
shows the population density in the easterly section of Town be­
tween the Maine Turnpike and the Kennebec River on which the center 
area borders. By examining these two maps and the enclosed air 
photo looking northwest across the Kennebec River, one unfamiliar 
with Hallowell can most easily visualize the scope of the commu­
nity, its activity and thus Its implied capacity to handle a 
certain amount of urban redevelopment.
This air photograph clearly shows the development along the River 
frontage, the multi-story shoe plant just south of the center and 
the project area, and the two east-westerly main streets which 
cross but do not connect with the Maine Turnpike. The upper street 
with the bridge over the Turnpike Is Winthrop Street at the 
northerly bound of the project and the other street with the bridge 
under the Turnpike is Central Street which runs easterly right 
through the center of the proposed project area. We call the 
readerTs attention to this air photograph to examine the east- 
westerly strips of residential development as it has progressed
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Town (Continued)
westerly up the hill to the Pike, along Central Street and 
Academy Street and southerly from the central area out Middle 
Street. The former is the location of more of the more recent 
construction in the community.
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Neighborhood
We believe there is no substitute for the capacity of an air 
photograph to describe the neighborhood and the project area to 
a non-resident. This next photograph shows the River at the 
right and Water Street, which is U.S.Route #201 - running north- 
south along the River Bank. It is obvious from the photographs 
that it carries the greatest amount of travel in this community.
It is a matter of public information that the Maine Highway De­
partment expects to improve this Route #201 with a substantial 
widening at some future date, and it is believed that they have 
even now acquired some properties on the east side of this artery. 
Whether or not this improvement will take place along the RiverTs 
edge or will take place by the acquisition of the many older 
multi-story structures seen in this photo, is not yet clear.
As Water Street, Route #201, is an intercity route traveled by 
many tourists, it so happens that the majority of uses on the 
east side toward the River have been developed as low-cost "barely 
maintained” structures, used by dealers in antique furniture and 
bric-a-brac for economical storage and retail display. Although 
there are few merchants on the east side of Water Street, such 
as a barber, a bake shop, a building loan office, a hardware 
store and shoe store, the majority of commercial endeavor serving 
the Hallowell community Is to the west of Water Street.
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Neighborhood (Continued)
v J
May we call to the reader’s attention in the photograph the 
north-south Railroad tracks which were the westerly boundary of 
the basic study area, and also the rail siding and long shed-type 
structures to the west thereof which are within the larger area 
up to Middle Street which this consultant wished to be authorized 
to include in this feasibility study.
As this photograph shows the central area of the Town of Hallo­
well is surrounded to the west and to the north with reasonably 
spaced residential units excepting for the expanded study area 
just mentioned. Notice in this new photograph the new school 
building just north of Winthrop Street.
It is apparent from this photograph that the substantial indus­
trial building to the south makes a logical neighborhood project 
boundary, and that with the Town Hall and Post Office to the 
north of the feasibility study area, the neighborhood or en­
vironmental future effects are fairly well stabilized. The 
Highway Department in Maine may eventually widen and improve 
Route #201 which will stabilize the easterly boundary of the 
study area. Considering its substantial traffic and the more 
or less run down uses on the east side as they cater for the 
most part to the intercity traveler, and remembering its width, 
Water Street will not exert an undue adverse Influence on such new
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Neighborhood (Continued)
improvements as redevelopment might undertake in the study area 
to the west thereof.
Neighborhood environmental influence to the west remains to be 
considered. Although one would most normally think of railroad 
tracks as a reasonable boundary or division, our study suggests 
that if one were to develop this far west they should undertake 
permissive treatment all of the way west to Middle Street so as 
to solve the problem of the vacant unused shed-type industrial 
structures which constitute a blighting influence on the gen­
eral residential character of sloping hillside. On the other 
hand initial redevelopment action could be terminated at Second 
Street east of the tracks without undue adverse neighborhood 
influence from the remaining uses on the west side thereof be­
cause in fact they are of fairly good character, or at least 
of a condition and type so as not to adversely affect commercial 
type re-use between Second Street and Water Street. Further 
successful redevelopment east of Second Street to Water Street 
can be accomplished without extending the action further uphill 
on the west side of Second Street at the same time.
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4. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION
As earlier suggested the study area first defined at the com­
mencement of the work extended west to the railroad tracks as 
shown on the enclosed Study Area #1 Map. The dotted lines 
show our requested study area extension out to Middle Street 
so as to include the area of the shed-type structures.
However, as this study has progressed and the scope of wider 
activity been explored by the Planners , an alternate smaller 
Study Area #2 (shown cross-hatched) has been determined as a 
more likely area for first project action. This Study Area #2 
is bounded by Winthrop Street on the north, Water Street on 
the east, Academy Street on the south and Second Street on the 
west, and is outlined on the third air photograph.
Development of this area seems reasonably feasible to the writer 
as it is bounded by those roads having the highesttraffic 
counts in the community. Route #201 or Water Street has a 
traffic volume of 8,000,- Winthrop Street a traffic volume 
in this area of almost 3,000, and Second Street running par­
allel to Water Street has traffic volumes of over 1,100. The 
enclosed ,TLand Use Plan” of the central area shows density and 
type of land use in the are a and adjoining.
The photo clearly depicts the neighborhood influences on the
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Property Description (Continued)
proposed Study Area #2 for project development. In the fore­
ground is the Town Hall and the Post Office opposite Second 
Street. To the right in the photo is the Worcester House, 
formerly a transient housing facility now being converted to 
multi-family occupancy. Beyond the parking area is the Town 
Library at the corner of Central Street (which the reader will 
remember travels as a collector road to the west and beyond 
the Turnpike) and beyond this are four single and two multi- 
family residential structures In fair condition. As subsequent 
action may later be taken west of Second Street we trust that 
Central Street will be substantially widened up to Middle Street 
(just visible In the right-hand side of the photo) which also 
acts as a north-bound collector street within the community.
In total size Study Area #2 recommended for project action Is 
roughly rectangular in shape, being 250 feet wide on the average 
by 900 feet long.
And finally under the heading of property description we record 
a topographic elevation situation not too readily apparent in the 
air photo. There is approximately sixteen feet elevation dif­
ference between Water Street and Second Street at Central Street 
which will have to be considered in replanning and reusing the 
subject area.
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Property Description (Continued)
As we envision the potential for re-use in a cohesive commer­
cial development north of Union Street the grade change on 
such a boundary street would be less than 10 feet in a distance 
of 300 feet and therefore of minor consequence. Although topo­
graphy will cause a two level development plan with the lower 
floor and lot oriented east to Water Street and the upper level 
as a floor at grade - oriented west to Second Street, this will 
be a feasible development situation.
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5. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FORCES
Population and Income
We now present data on economic and social forces within the 
community which have a bearing on the communityTs future and 
thus on the success of renewal activity in the town. Portions 
of this data give us varying degrees of support for concluding 
feasibility for various land uses and their absorption potential. 
The enclosed Exhibit "A” entitled TTChanging Characteristics of 
Population” has been prepared to show not only total population 
for 1940, 1950 and 1960 and the percentage growth in total 
figures for the Town of Hallowell, Kennebec County and the State 
of Maine, but also to show the relative change by age groups.
While the state has been increasing in population at 8% and 6% 
during each of the last ten year periods , the town has increased 
by 17% and then declined by 7%. However the potential for the 
general area is expressed in the county figures including Augusta 
to the north, which has increased about 7% for each ten year 
period.
According to the Sewall Company Hallowell hit 3000 population in 
1870 and has been fluctuating around that figure since that date 
from lows of about 2750 in 1900 and 1930 to a high of 3400 in 1950. 
Taking the town’s figures alone they depict a gradual increase on 
an I860 to 1950 trend basis. On the other hand we see a capacity
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Exhibit ”A TT
CHANGING CHARACTERISTICS OF POPULATION
Totals and Age Groups for 1940, 1950, and 1960
Loca tion 
Age Group
1940
#
1950
# %
1960
# %
Town of Hallowell
2,906 3,404 Up 17 .1 3,169 Down 6.9
Under 20 yrs NA 1,242 36 .5 1,295 40.9
20 - 39 yrs NA 859 25.2 6 46 20.4
40 - 59 yrs NA 762 22.4 687 21.7
Over 60 yrs NA 541 15.9 541 17.1
Kennebec County
77,231 83,881 Up 8 .6 89,150 Up 6.3
Under 20 yrs 25,576 28,254 33.7 33,767 37.9
20 - 39 yrs 22,305 23,835 28.4 20,868 23.4
4 0 - 5 9  yrs 18,438 19,474 23.2 20,175 22.8
Over 60 yrs 10,912 12,318 14.7 14,340 16.0
State of Maine
847,226 913,774 Up 7.8 969,265 Up 6 .1
Under 20 yr 300,086 323,877 35.5 376 ,067 38 .8
20 - 39 yr 240,988 255,071 27.9 235,497 24.3
40 - 59 yr 189,802 202,871 22.2 209,406 21.6
Over 60 yr 116 ,350 131,955 14.4 148,295 15.3
Source: City Tables 38, 22, 6
County T T 27, 41
State T T 15, 17
U. S. Census of Population
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Population and Income (Continued)
for conservative growth based not so much upon the factors of 
the community itself as upon the general Kennebec County demon­
strated capacity to conservatively increase and based upon Hal­
lowell Ts proximity to immediate employment opportunity in Augusta 
and upon the economic capacity of the general area. Within this 
broad base Hallowell as a community must still do Its part to 
make itself competitively attractive through the wise handling of 
financial, regulatory and administrative procedures.
On an age group basis we see that Hallowell In 1960 had an above 
average amount of under 20 years of age population which would 
suggest a population growth capacity. Even though its population 
of over age 60 has remained numerically the same at 541, with the 
declining overall population this has increased to a percentage 
above that of the county and the state. This is an accepted pat­
tern for urban or close to urban areas such as in the Town of 
HallowellTs location.
Perhaps the most alarming picture is to see the dramatic decline 
in the household forming wage earning group, age 20 to 40, which 
has declined by over 200 in just ten years. This is really a 
matter over which Hallowell should concern itself to find out why 
the community is not more attractive to persons in this age group. 
These should be the future citizens and eventually larger taxpayers 
In the community.
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Population and Income (Continued)
Our next Exhibit "B" shows "Family Income Groups and Changes” in 
the Town of Hallowell and again as it may be compared to the state 
as a whole. Unfortunately the only figures available for 1950 are 
for families and unrelated individuals whereas the only figures 
available for 1960 are for families alone. This makes it appear 
for the town that there was a decline in the total number of families, 
far greater than the nearer 100 decline resulting from overall popu­
lation loss. We therefore do not show annual change figures for the 
town, since the two types of figures for 1950 and 1960 are not 
directly comparable.
These figures however do show that from an income point of view 
Hallowell fortunately has fewer in the $4000 and under classifica­
tion than does the state as a whole, and has its largest grouping, 
compared to the state, in the $6000 to $10,000 classification rather 
than the State’s $4000 to $6000 classification. This is in part 
illustrated by median family income in Hallowell at $5429 compared 
to a median income in the state of $4873. . This median income com­
pares quite favorably to a figure of $5050 for the city of Gardiner 
to the south with a population twice that of Hallowell. This 
Hallowell median income is also in excess of that in Lewiston and 
Auburn, Bangor and Portland and Biddeford, and just below Augusta’s 
median family income of $5536, for 1960.
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Exhibit ,TB,T
FAMILY INCOME GROUPS AND CHANGES
Comparing; Number & Percent^ 1950, 1960, for Town & State
Town State
1950 1960 1950 1960
________________ # % # % #________ % #________  %
Total 1060* 753
Under $2,000 
Annual Change
445* 42.0 89
$2,000 - 3,999 
Annual Change
360* 33.9 153
$4,000 - 5,999 
Annual Change
$6,000 - 7,999 
8,000 - 9,999
150* i—1zti—1 187
144
78
6,000 - 9,999 
Annual Change
$10,000 -14,999
15.000 -24,999
25.000 & over
55* 5.2 222
10,000 & over 
Annual Change
20* 1.9 102
Not Reporting 30* 2.8 0
Med.Family Income NA* $5429
Med.Fam.& Unrel..$2292 $4079
223,175 100. 240,245 Up 7.6
11.8 73,055 32.7 28,412
(4,464)
11.8
20.3 95,255 42.5 60,842
(3,441)
25.3
24.8 31,395 14.0 69,203
3,781
28.8
19.1
10.4
29.5 10,765 4.8 63,376
5,261
26.4
13.5 3,855 1.7 18,412
1,456
7.7
0 8,850 4.0 0 0
$2596 $4873
$4021
*Families and unrelated individuals for the Town in 1950
Source: U. S. Census of Population
Tables 39 81 32 65
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Population and Income (Continued)
We therefore find from this picture an economic or financial 
capacity to support real property and to support retail facilities 
that are of a nature not only above the state average but above 
many urban areas within the state.
On an individual basis we find that for the $6000 to $10,000 in­
come classification there has been a growth from a probable 40 
to 50 (households) to a total of 222 households or by 400% in 
these past ten years. More than this, the income classification 
of those families earning over $10,000 has increased by over 
500% or at a rate much faster than for the state as a whole.
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Housing
As the housing market in Hallowell is a major indicator of the 
general nature of the community we present Exhibit "C" entitled 
"Economic Characteristics of Housing." Here we find a percent 
of owner occupancy at almost 60% which has increased from 51.8% 
in 1950 in spite of a decline in a total number of occupied units 
(along with the decline of population). Note particularly the 
increase in the median household value from $5942 to $10,700, 
both of which figures are substantially above the median value 
for owner occupied units in the state as a whole. The existence 
of only 7 units having a value of $15,000 or over in 1950 com­
pared to 108 units in this classification in 1960 suggests new 
construction in this bracket but also rehabilitation and modern­
ization to upgrade sane existing dwelling units to this value in 
the owner occupied classification.
On the other hand renter occupied units have declined substan­
tially from 451 to 350 suggesting that there may be an increased 
supply of vacant units which in the face of declining population 
may also be declining rapidly in physical condition due to lack 
of occupancy and income. In spite of this available supply the 
rental value for occupied units seem to be continuing on an up­
ward trend perhaps reflecting the upward family income capacity.
In 1950 there were only 55 units renting at $60 or more compared 
to 202 units in this classification in 1960, or almost four times
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Exhibit T,CTT
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSING
General Composition Data 1950-1960 - Data for Town & State
Town State
1950 1960 1950 1960
# % # % # % # %
ALL OCCUPIED UNITS 935 100. 863 100 . 254,443 100. 280,355 100.
Owner Occupied 484 51.8 513 59.4 159,824 62.8 186,379 66.5
Valuation singl es 342 36.5 453 52.5 105,966 41.6 132,342 47.2
Under $5,000 106 11.3 40 4.6 40,584 15.9 32,849 11.7
$5,000- 9,900 179 19.1 156 18.1 43,053 16.9 43,948 15.7
$10,000-14,990 37 3.9 149 17.3 9,589 3.7 35,258 12.6
15,000-19,990 ( 7 .7 92 10.7 2,608 1.0 13,083 4.6
20,000 & over ( 16 1.9 1,644 .6 7,204 2.6
Not reporting 13 1.4 0 0 8,488 3.3 0 0
Median Value $5942 $10 ,700 $4,856 $8,800
Renter Occupied 451 -p 00 ro 350 40.6 90,711 35.6 92,899 33.1
Gross Rent
Under $20 16 1.7 0 3,876 1.5 816 .3
$20 - 39 160 17.0 26 3.0 31,413 12.3 9,062 3.2
$40 - 59 183 19.6 90 10.4 32,684 12.8 25,398 9.0
$60 - 79 (55 5.9 122 14.1 ( 9,578 3.8 27,926 9.9
$80 - 99 ( 55 6.4 ( 13,821 4.9
$100 -119 0 0 12 1.4 (399 .1 4,254 1.5
Over $120 0 0 13 1.5 ( 2,124 .8
No cash &  not 37 3.9 32 3.7 12,761 5.0 9,498 3.4
reporting
Median Rent $42 $66 $41+ $64
Source: U. S. Census of Housing
Tables 22 25,26 15,16 7
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as many occupied units in this upper rental value category in 
spite of the population decline and the renter occupancy decline.
Comparison with state figures in both of these classifications 
shows the Town of Hallowell is comparatively in a better position 
than the state with respect to both the total value of the unit 
or the rental value of the unit.
Exhibit "D" which is entitled ,TGeneral Characteristics of Housing" 
deals more with the numerical and less with the financial aspect 
with this part of the townls economy. Here again we see the in­
crease in owner occupied units and the decrease in renter occupied 
units and particularly the increase in vacant units from 50 to 119. 
The increase in the number of single units 487 to 635 in the face 
of an implied new construction of only 89 suggests that a number 
of structures which had had a second or third unit have now been 
modified into single family use. This is an interesting commen­
tary on the increasing financial household strength exemplified by 
those families which formerly had found it desirable to rent extra 
rooms for extra income but now do not need this extra income and 
more particularly have upgarded their holdings to single family 
structures.
In the category of "year structure built" we see that Hallowell
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HOUSING
Composition 1950-1960 Data for Town & State
Town State
1950 1960 1950 1960
% # % # % #
Total Units 985 100. 982 100 311,441 100. "364,617 100.
Owner Occupied 484 49.1 513 52.2 159,824 51.3 186,379 51.1
Renter Occupied 451 45.8 350 35.6 94,559 30.3 93,976 25.7
Vacant All 50 5.1 119 12.1 56,316 18.1 84,262 23.1
For Sale 4 .4 8 .8 2,782 .8 2,971 .8
For Rent 19 1.9 33 3.4 4,425 1.4 6,838 1.9
Units in Structure
Singles 487 49.4 635 64.7 214,840 69.0 276,549 76.0
2 units 292 29.6 163 16.6 50,830 16.3 39,037 10.7
3 & 9 units 153 15.5 129 13.1 24,929 8.0 24,326 6.7
5 & more 58 5.9 55 5.6 20,842 6.7 24,692 6.8
Year Structure Built
1000 982 100. 291,290 93.5 364,611 100.
1955-1960 57 5.8 30,310 8.3
1950-1954 32 3.3 26,524 7.2
1940-1949 40 4.0 32 3.3 34,950 11.2 38,644 10.6
Before 1940 960 97.4 861 87.7 256,340 82.3 269,133 73.8
Condition
Sound NA 617 62.8 NA 284,250 78.0
Deteriorating NA 203 20.7 NA 60,680 16.6
Dilapidated NA 162 16.5 NA 19,681 5.4
Source: U. S. Census of Housing
Tables 22,;23,24 25 2,5,6 2,4
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has apparently built about 89 units. We are informed by the 
town administration that there are no building records against 
which this may be checked. This amounts to only 9% of the total 
supply for a ten year period. When one examines the 1940 to 1949 
"rate” at only 3.3% for a ten year period, even though there was 
an increase in population, from 2900 to 3400, it is suggested that 
Hallowell is not in a particularly good position with respect to 
the renewing of its housing plant and thus its residential tax bas 
We would respectfully suggest that more new construction should be 
encouraged along with maintenance rehabilitation and housing code 
enforcement on existing construction. Hallowell, with 87% of its 
total supply in 1960 being 20 years old or more was in a less de­
sirable position than the state with only 73.8% of its supply in 
such older age classification.
This is in part borne out by the next classification which indi­
cates that in 1960 16% of Hallowell's housing was dilapidated and 
in fact only 62% was sound compared to 78% for the state as a 
whole. There is thus a job to be undertaken in the upgarding of 
its housing facilities individually, and for the maintenance of 
the overall community tax base values.
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We now set forth Exhibit "E" entitled "Social Patterns” being 
a comparison of the town of Hallowell with the state of Maine 
in various social aspects. Here we see for instance, that Hallo­
well has no non-white population and is relatively low with its 
declining amount of foreign-born population, compared to the 
state.
The social make-up of a community is often revealed by its edu­
cation quotient. Here we see a pattern quite similar to the 
state for those persons age 25 and over with roughly 11% having 
had elementary education or having had three years of high school, 
and 16% with four years of high school. A particularly good fig­
ure as far as Hallowell is concerned is that it has 155 persons 
or 4.8% of its population with a four year college experience 
compared to only 3% for the state. This figure for Hallowell is 
relatively high in Maine and is greater than is found in some 
Maine cities which have substantial colleges within their own 
borders.
It is noted too that this figure has increased substantially since 
1950 in spite of a decreasing overall population. This suggests 
that the nature of Hallowell occupancy is changing and even though 
numerically declining it is qualitatively Improving, at least so 
far as the educational quotient is concerned.
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SOCIAL PATTERNS
Composition 1950-1960 - Data for Town & State
Town State
1950 1960 1950 1960
# % # % # % #
Total Population 3404 100. 3169 100. 913,774 100. 969,265
Ethnic Background
White-Native 3258 95.7 3084 97.3 836,504 91.5 903,686
,T For.born 137 4.0 85 2.7 74,342 8.1 59,523
Non-White 9 0 0 0 1,707 .3 6,056
Education*
Elem. 8 yrs 575 16.9 352 11.1 114,435 12.5 110,247
High 1-3 yr 395 11.6 34 10.7 102,725 11.2 109,045
High 4 yrs 610 17.9 509 16.0 131,440 14.4 155,606
College 1-3 yr 120 3.5 140 4.4 34,655 3.8 46,297
College 4 yrs 90 2.6 155 4.8 24,980 2.7 29,126
Median yrs completed 10 . 8 yr 11.5 yr 10.2 yr 11.0 yr
Household Sizes
Total occupied units
935 100. 863 100. 254,443 100. 280,355
1 person 99 10.6 126 14.6 24,828 9.8 35,210
2 persons 263 28.1 245 28.3 68,930 27.1 78,383
3 persons 203 21.7 148 17.1 56,025 22.0 52,618
4 persons 165 17.6 129 14.9 45,401 17.8 46,930
5 & more 205 21.9 215 24.9 59,259 23.3 67,314
Median # persons 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.0
* Over 25 yrs. old
Source: U. S. Census of Population & Housing
Tables 38 81,27 14,20,10 38,47,5
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With regard to household sizes, HallowellTs 1960 picture is not 
far different from the state as a whole excepting for the some­
what greater proportional number of one person households being 
a characteristic often found in urban areas as compared to rural 
areas.
Our next Exhibit "F" entitled "Employment Characteristics of 
Resident Population" shows "by occupation" in comparison to the 
state a much larger percentage of professional and clerical 
workers and simultaneously a fewer percentage of craftsmen and 
operators residing in Hallowell, who by implication would be 
working in manufacturing endeavor. This bears out local infor­
mation that a great deal of employment in the shoe factory in 
Hallowell is of residents outside of Hallowell. The decline of 
total employment from 1286 to 1100 is proportional to the decline 
in overall population and it is noted that this decline is almost 
equivalent to the loss in craftsmen and operator employment which 
would be in a lower paid factory operator group.
By industry classification we see that the western area of Hallo­
well was actively farmed by 45 residents in 1960 and had increased 
slightly over 40 in 1950 in this employment classification. Manu­
facturing employment, however, was down substantially as was em­
ployment in transporation and utilities, and employment in services 
and entertainment fields. Medical and educational employment was up.
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EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTS
Composition 1950-1960 - Data for Town & State
1950
Town
Change 1960
State
1950 Change 1960
%# % # % # % #
BY OCCUPATION
Prof essional 118 9.2 157 14.3 23,684 7.6 30,697 9.3
Farmers 12 .9 13 1.2 16,857 5.4 8,084 2.4
Managers 191 10.9 108 9.8 27,177 8.7 28,130 8.5
Clerical 182 14.1 230 20.9 29,374 9.4 36,558 11.0
Sales 71 5.5 50 4.5 21,249 6.8 21,564 6.5
Craftsmen 146 11.3 120 10.9 40,866 13.0 47,502 14.4
Operators 401 31.2 196 17.8 79,214 25.4 80,746 24.4
Services 135 10.4 127 11.5 26,751 8.6 33,395 10.1
Laborers 72 5.6 74 6.7 42,986 13.8 29,482 8.9
Not Reporting 8 .6 25 2.3 4,168 1.3 14,426 4.3
TOTAL 1286 100. 1100 Down 14 .5 100. 330,584 Up 5.8
312,326
BY INDUSTRY
Agriculture (40 3.1 (45 4.1 29,021 9.3 17,444 5.2
Forest & Fish ( ( 5,688 1.8 2,934 .9
Mining 0 0 0 0 617 .2 286 0
Construction 73 5.7 83 7.5 16,771 5.4 19,764 5.9
Manufacturing 428 33.3 252 22.9 106,929 34.2 109,906 33.2
Trans.& Util. 101 7.9 75 6.8 22,625 7.2 20,663 6.2
Wholesale Trade (214 16.6 (200 18.1 9,890 3.2 11,066 3.3
Retail Trade ( ( 42,736 13.7 47,336 14.3
Fin,Ins.& R.E. 23 1.7 33 3.0 6,727 2.2 9,293 2.8
Serv.& Enter. 118 9.2 52 4.7 28,866 9.2 27,486 8.3
Med. & Educ. 104 8.0 174 15.8 25,400 8.1 37,636 11.4
Public Admin. 177 13.7 167 15.1 12,097 3.9 15,928 4.8
Not Reporting 8 .6 19 1.7 4,959 1.6 10,842 3.3
TOTAL 1286 100. 1100 Down 14 .5 100. 330,584 Up 5.8
312,326
Source: U. S. Census of Population
Tables 39 81 28,30 57,61
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Trade and Commerce
Although we are usually able to draw on conventional Census and 
trade sources for retail and wholesale trade figures we cannot, 
when working In smaller communities such as Hallowell, use these 
established sources. The U.S.Census of Business for 1954 gives 
us no figures whatsoever for Hallowell, and the 1958 Census 
(being the most recent Census of Business which has been published) 
simply shows a total retail trade of 4.2 million with no meaning­
ful breakdown. There are no wholesale figures given.
State of Maine retail figures are given for 1954 and 1958 showing 
an increase in retail sales from $987 per capita to $1076 per 
capita. The total wholesale sales in Maine have increased from 
$654,000,000 to $847,000,000.
Therefore we have had to make our own estimate as to the retail 
activity or the retail capacity of Hallowell. This we have done 
by estimating for Hallowell, based upon its size and its relative 
location to Augusta, the amount of new retail space it would take 
to handle the volume of business which could be done by Hallowell 
residents if a sufficiently attractive modern and up-to-date com­
bination facility were available.
We start this analysis by noting that the retail sales average for 
15 Maine cities has fluctuated from $1500 to $1800 per capita since
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1960. We note that the sales in Augusta which are not by any 
means the highest per capita for urban areas of the state are 
estimated by Sales Management to have been approximately $1800 
per capita in 1963.
The Town of Hallowell could reasonably expect to capture the 
equivalent of most of the convenience goods purchases of its 
citizens in the categories of food, drugs and hardware. As it 
is located near the larger city of Augusta, however, we would 
expect that most of the capital goods or comparative shopping 
goods purchases of Hallowell residents would tend to be done 
where there is wider comparison opportunity.
Therefore, although the shopping goods volume may vary from $500 
to $700 per capita we would expect that nearer 25% of this amount 
could be retained in Hallowell. This is the type of merchandise 
handled by 5$ and 10$ stores and by variety stores and would in­
clude stationary, some kitchen appliances or utensils, a modest 
amount of shoes, apparel, and childrens wear, etc. On this basis 
we estimate Hallowell could capture $125 per capita or about 
$400,000 worth of "general merchandise" sales.
Augusta has projected total food sales for 1963 of $505 per capita. 
Considering its relative location and its family incomes we would 
estimate that food sales in Hallowell would approach $400 per capita
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or about one and one-quarter million dollars. Drug sales in 
Augusta are estimated at $54 and we estimate for Hallowell a 
figure of $40. The hardware sales potential at 80% of Augusta’s 
appears to be in the vicinity of $70 per capita. In this con­
venience goods category, being those items which are usually 
bought closer to home and at stores located for their conven­
ience rather than in stores related to other stores for "com­
parison shopping" we estimate for Hallowell - food sales at 
$400 per capita or at $1,250,000, drug sales at $40 per capita 
or at $125,000, and hardware and related sales at $70 per capita 
or at $ 220 ,000 .
There is also a large classification of "other” items not in 
the group of general merchandise, apparel , furniture and ap­
pliance nor in the convenience goods group of food, drugs and 
hardware. These "other” include a wide variety of Items such 
as books, jewelry, photography, notions and other items. On 
an overall basis these sales would total from $250 to $450 per 
capita depending upon the particular area. We would assume that 
$100 per capita for such miscellaneous sales volume could be re­
tained in Hallowell, or about $300,000 worth of sales.
In more detail we then apply to these gross sales a general sales 
rate per square foot to estimate the building footage necessary
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to do this business. Based upon this analysis we believe 
that the following footages would apply.
Shopping Goods 8,000 sq.ft.
Food 12,000
Drugs 2 ,000
Hardware S ,500
Other 7,500
35,000 sq.ft.
This suggests a total then of 35,000 sq.ft, of floor area as 
that amount of new retail space, properly served by parking, 
which the Town of Hallowell could support under these assumed 
conditions. We will use this figure later in our report as a 
basis for considering the potentials for developing Study Area 
#2 .
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6. PREFERRED LAND USES
Having concluded our general discussion of related economic and 
social factors and potentials for Hallowell generally we will now 
draw conclusions as to the range of study area potentials avail­
able from a land utilization and feasibility point of view. The 
final land use pattern, however, will be finally determined by 
the Local Authority and its professional planner. The Authority 
itself has not designated to us any so-called preferred land use 
pattern to which we should now address ourselves. We have been 
informed by the Planner, however, that they desire to have the 
feasibility of the smaller Study Area #2 considered for an ini­
tial project development.
In June of 1964 we prepared and submitted to the Planner a copy 
of the enclosed sketch of "Potential Land Use” areas as we saw 
them for possible clearance and redevelopment. We will now 
describe our thinking for this plan.
The before described Water Street is an intercity artery which 
brings through the Town of Hallowell not only daily commuting 
traffic from Augusta to the north and Gardiner to the south, but 
also in the summertime a substantial amount of tourist traffic 
and particularly those seeking to browse or do business with the 
antique dealers on the east side of Water Street towards the river.
We have also described that Winthrop Street to the north of Study
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Area #2 is the second most heavily traveled street in Town and 
Second Street to the west of Study Area #2 is the third most 
traveled street. Further,- Central and Academy, as collector 
streets, lead directly into the area. Therefore it is found that 
this block has a maximum potential for commercial development due 
to the existing established patterns of travel and accessibility.
Although the topographic difference of 12-feet plus or minus from 
east to west was a limitation, we illustrated on the enclosed sketch 
the possibility of overcoming this limitation by having the advan­
tages of lower level parking along Water Street at the grade of 
Water Street together with an up-ramp potential to the parking area 
nearest Union Street so that ground level parking could be de- 
deloped for a width of 70 feet along Second Street with an entrance 
to this parking area. It is important, in our view, that the de­
velopment of such a block should not only have entrances to the 
parking area from Water Street, but also that it should particu­
larly include two upper parking entrances, one with visible ac­
cessibility from eastbound traffic on Winthrop Street (which might 
require the acquisition of a restaurant structure as well as the 
restaurant parking area at the southeast corner of Winthrop and 
Second Streets) and also a direct entrance from Central Street as 
this is a principal east-west collector street through the residential
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community of Hallowell, whose convenience goods needs,such a 
shopping area would be designated to serve.
A development plan such as pictured on this sketch of June 1964 
presented an opportunity for not only a 12,000 sq.ft, larger 
store area (which would be more than enough to absorb our esti­
mated 8,000 sq.ft, demand for food store) but also a 60-ft. by 
200-ft. building that could have both upper and lower levels of 
activity as conditions might warrant. It would thus appear that 
we could not only expect to have attractive plantings but also 
one floor of 24,000 sq.ft, and the possibility of another floor 
of 12,000 sq.ft, for development within this block without taking 
the extensive bank premises at the southwest corner of Winthrop 
and Water Streets. In such a development plan there would be a 
continuous ring parking "panel” approximately 70-ft. wide by up 
to 600-ft. long, which would provide quite adequate and attractive 
parking for this size development.
It was therefore our recommendation that this central block be 
considered for its potential for a cohesive convenience goods 
shopping center designed particularly to serve the residents of 
Hallowell but so located as to attract a certain amount of through 
traffic that would ordinarily be using Water Street or U.S.Route 
#201.
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This left the area between Water, Union, Second and Academy for 
individual, commercial and institutional uses ranging from a 
service station to a new fire station, or even to individual 
retail operators whose type of merchandising activity did not 
lend itself necessarily to a cohesive shopping center development. 
We take no particular position as to the amount of clearance that 
would be necessary in this block (as compared to the almost total 
clearance which would be necessary in the block to the north in 
order to get a cohesive redevelopment plan) but find rather that 
partial clearance in this block as found warranted from existing 
conditions, would lend itself to a variety of patterns of land 
improvement.
This plan of June 1964 also suggests that spot improvements might 
be taken on the west side of Second Street over to the railroad 
track and including particularly opportunities to widen both Central 
Street and Union Street. In particular we were interested in the 
widening of Central Street (as it is a through circulation street 
as earlier suggested) and this is why we considered as desirable 
a cohesive development plan from Second Street all the way through 
to Middle Street, simultaneously removing obsolete abandoned and 
deteriorated commercial structures from this section west of the 
tracks. All around it are fairly good residential land uses which 
can only lose from its continued existence.
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We suggested for possible land uses in this area west of the 
tracks the possible continuance of the warehouse activity along 
the tracks itself, but the more probable re-use of multi-family 
residential occupancy or institutional occupancy upwards off 
Middle Street.
The location close to the center, the shopping and the public 
buildings, together with the adjacent neighborhood would make it 
desirable for residential purposes and we believe that a pattern 
of modest new rental construction would be feasible within Hallo­
well within the near future. Perhaps its success would be en­
hanced if developed after the establishment of an attractive re­
development east of Second Street.
We have discussed with the planner and members of the Authority 
the possibility that if a maximum amount of dwelling unit density 
were attempted on this lot that such might have to include sub- 
market 221(d)3 type housing, or housing for the elderly.
If on the other hand lower land densities were satisfactory, it 
is our estimate based upon the changing family income group classi­
fications and the indicated rental patterns , that 20 to 30 units 
of ordinary private multi-family construction might be absorbed 
over a maximum project period at rentals from $100 to $125 per 
unit. We believe such type of land uses feasible and if subsequently
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it is decided to include this area and this use in a project we 
can with the updating of this report make a more detailed an­
alysis of the multi-residential market in the Augusta area particu­
larly (in addition to our general knowledge of such market in a 
number of Maine cities such as Bangor, Lewiston, Waterville and 
Portland).
Based upon the environment of Study Areas #1 and #2 these com­
mercial and residential uses are the preferred land uses. We 
suggest that a modest amount of industrial land re-use might be 
undertaken in a subsequent project south of the factory structure 
on the south side of Academy Street much later.
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7. ALTERNATE LAND USES
For Study Area #1 and Study Area #2 the only alternate land 
uses which we would consider appropriate would be the civic or 
institutional uses which would be compatible to either com­
mercial or residential uses.
In the unlikely event that in Study Area #2 the market demand 
was not sufficient at the time of execution, for the absorption 
of all of this block, the southerly end might alternately be 
used for such institutional or quasi-public uses. We believe 
that the central and northerly end should by all means be re­
served for commercial development compatible to the existing 
activity on Winthrop Street and particularly the approach and 
accessibility from Winthrop Street and Second Street.
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8. REHABILITATION
We have earlier set forth findings on the characteristics of 
housing and on trends of various family income groupings in­
dicating a multiplicity of factors that would be involved in a 
successful rehabilitation program, even before one begins to 
consider individual properties. As rehabilitation appears to 
be an appropriate re-use for portions of these areas such a 
land use inclusion can involve the Hallowell Urban Renewal Author­
ity in much more hazard, confusion and uncertainty than would a 
decision to clear a site for redevelopment.
A full physical description of each property, rehabilitation 
specifications and cost proposals are not only necessary to 
determine the extent of feasible rehabilitation, but also to 
determine the rental required to economically support such costs. 
Then the reasonableness of expecting anyone to expect such new 
rent and to undertake such rehabilitation must be determined.
If by rehabilitation we mean a paint, paper and patch-up program 
then such is merely a postponing of the day of complete obso­
lescence due to physical depreciation, to functional obsolescence 
and sometimes to economic obsolescence.
However, it is hoped that overall action will elevate the neigh­
borhood so as to create a new scale of values that will make 
voluntary rehabilitation feasible, which was not earlier feasible
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without such coordinated assistance, enforcement and planning.
Concerning the changing patterns of family incomes, the de­
creasing number of persons in the lower income brackets and 
thus the increasing supply of housing units to serve these lower 
income groups, simply through the daily process of depreciation 
and decreasing demand, it is evident that a successful and long 
term rehabilitation must usually involve a very substantial up­
grading of the. property, often to the extent that the present 
occupants are not financially able to pay rents commensurate 
with the improved status of property.
We will now describe some of the problems and opportunities which 
we see as related to a study of the feasibility of undertaking re­
habilitation. Although some of the more specialized talent in 
this country has devoted years to the subject of rehabilitation, 
most recognize that we are still a long way from an ideal solution. 
We therefore contribute these comments understanding that the local 
agency should consider them only as general suggestions.
A sound community rehabilitation or housing program will not assume 
that one-third of the people can never pay their own way in housing 
nor can only be accommodated in new construction. It is a patron­
izing approach that is unbecoming to a country that believes in
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the individual. Millions of these people of lower incomes proudly 
own, maintain, and pay their own way with older homes, just as 
they do with older equipment and older automobiles. It is the re­
sponsibility of each of us to find a way for all of us , not part 
of us, to enjoy the pride and self-respect that comes with achieve­
ment and independence. This should be our goal and we should not 
lose sight of it in a realistic rehabilitation program.
Many places of work and places of residence in central cities are 
being vacated and reoccupied (or abandoned) as transition stages 
for the tenant to better facilities, and for the property to a 
lower and lower use. In proportion as overall personal family 
incomes and financial capacity increase, the number of lower in­
come families decreases (Exhibit T,B") and hence the demand de­
creases for the old or obsolete structure and for the crowded 
congested neighborhood whose facilities thus become unwanted, 
vacant and in disrepair. More people want, and more people can 
pay for, more of the relatively better (and frequently newer) 
facilities, each year.
Just as a town Sanitation Department daily takes away the waste 
and rubbish, so, to a degree, an Urban Renewal Program can, under 
sound management, take away the waste and rubbish of blighted un­
wanted surplus housing that has been left in the wake of increasing
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household incomes and changing living, and working buying pat­
terns .
A continually increasing supply and decreasing demand, lowers 
substantially the price that will be paid for rent, or for sale 
of older properties. When age or obsolescence are too great and 
are widely reflected in general areas of lower rents and lower 
values, the new investment money actually necessary for a suf­
ficient rehabilitation program, towards continued occupancy, just 
simply cannot be recovered through a modest increase in rent that 
the existing or similar tenant would wish to pay.
At this point rehabilitation should perhaps not take place. Any 
prudent owner occupant or investor in the free market must re­
ceive an actual return on, and a provision for the eventual 
return of, his investment, or it simply should not, or will not, 
be made. Nor should urban renewal controls require individual 
owners to spend money imprudently, which they could not recover 
in actual increased sale value.
The two-thirds of our citizens in the middle and lower income 
brackets do buy, and own, and pay taxes on used cars and used 
equipment that provide perfectly good service. These two-thirds 
of our people in the middle and lower brackets can buy, own, pay
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taxes on, or can pay a fair rent for, used private housing that 
provides perfectly good living accommodations (assuming broad 
and equitable code enforcement). There is just little economic 
or dollar logic for a town to build or buy or finance new 
housing for these people as there is in buying new automobiles 
or new equipment for them. Their social problems will not be 
solved by new equipment or by new real estate, as we are today 
learning.
However, the community does have an obligation to protect owner­
ship, use, values and neighborhood amenities as well as the 
assessed values of older properties in older neighborhoods, by 
requiring a minority of owners to use and maintain their neigh­
borhood property, according to a community-wide housing code, 
just as they now require new owners to build and use a new struc­
ture according to community-wide building code. If existing 
housing does not meet a standard of decency and protect the pub­
lic good, and it is a detriment to the neighborhood and community, 
then, under the same premise as zoning, the communities should 
(past, present and future) protect these neighborhoods and com­
munities by an adequate housing code and enforcement program, 
without favor to the few who, by inaction, hurt the remainder.
Therefore communities like Hallowell must develop a redevelopment
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and rehabilitation program, combining substantial clearance, 
in line with a community-wide decreasing demand for substandard 
units, with rehabilitation of only those structures which (1) 
will be in a satisfactory neighborhood, with the superior access 
and amenities that can attract the new occupants and rental rates 
necessary to support substantially increased rehabilitated prop­
erty values and (2) which will have fundamentally sound physical 
and financial characteristics for a 20 to 30 year extended life. 
The most successful rehabilitation program will be that program 
in which the Town of Hallowell by doing its own cleaning out, 
creates such neighborhood amenities as to make it fundamentally 
realistic for the remaining owners to privately invest in re­
habilitation - a rehabilitation that will add equal or more 
value to the property than the investment expended.
Any owner of a $5,000 property cannot equitably be asked to spend 
$6,000 in rehabilitation, if, upon completion, the property would 
then have a sale value of only $8,000 or $10,000. Neither can we 
expect the market in general to over-spend $1,000 to $3,000, no 
matter how tempting the mortgage plan may be, through reduced in­
terest rates or a life-long mortgage term payout of principal.
The capital investment required and the capital value created 
must reasonably relate. The property must be saleable at the 
total investment expected.
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Rehabilitation investment to be feasible for the individual must 
meet this test. If it is not "returnable” it is not feasible. 
Public Authorities should not expect the market or the individual 
to do that which is not feasible, reasonable or logical.
If undertaken with financial realism we believe rehabilitation 
can be successful, generally on the periphery of the subject 
areas.
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9. MARKETABILITY
Absorption
Earlier in this report at the time of setting forth the descrip­
tion of the related statistics and when describing a particular 
land use we have set forth certain related market characteristics. 
We have suggested, for instance, that for the total community of 
Hallowell there seems to be a total capacity to support the equi­
valent of up to 35,000 sq.ft, of new store space.
It is obvious however that the execution of a project in Study 
Area #2 will not involve the replacement of all of the existing 
retail and commercial space in Hallowell.
Based upon our observation and conditions in Hallowell and opera­
tions which would remain, we have made an allowance for about
16,000 sq.ft, of older existing space creating an offset for 
about 11,000 sq.ft, of new construction that could sell the 
same amount of merchandise. We have allocated this,2,000 sq.ft, 
against shoppers goods, 4,000 sq.ft, against food, 1,000 sq.ft, 
on drugs, 1,500 sq.ft, on hardware, and 2,500 sq.ft, on other 
classifications.
This leaves us with a suggested remaining potential, and we must 
assure the reader that this must not be taken literally since 
merchants are people not statistics , that we would expect in the
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development of the project area, a potential for 8,000 sq.ft, 
of food sales area, 5,000 sq.ft, of drug and hard goods, 5,000 
sq.ft, of other merchandise, and 6,000 sq.ft, for shoppers 
goods. Such a development would not be in just so many stores 
but in a variety of stores and combinations. The effective total 
would be for about 24,000 sq.ft.
In addition there appears to be a non-retail total potential 
in terms of bank relocation, a modest amount of office space, 
space for cleaners, and service establishments and for doctors 
and dentists, which would range in the vicinity of 6,000 sq.ft. 
This suggests a total potential, feasible in Study Area #2, 
when properly designed with sufficient parking of up to 30,000 
sq.ft, of new commercial or office floor area.
We have earlier suggested a capacity to absorb multi-residential 
units in the enlarged study area westward with frontage on Middle 
Street which might approximate 20 to 30 units with rentals up to 
$100 to $125 per month, and a greater number of units of 221(d)3 
or other submarket rental facilities if erected.
All through such an endeavor It must be remembered that new de­
velopments do not "just happen" neither do economics by themselves 
"just happen." It takes a series of individuals and lending
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institutions with decision making power, the ability, the im­
agination, and the courage to take new steps.
These qualities too must be present in the community as a whole 
in order for Hallowell to have an effective rehabilitation pro­
gram. It would certainly help if this project action could be 
accompanied by rehabilitation in both residential and commercial 
property adjoining the project area not only by a clean-up and 
fix-up campaign but by real improvements.
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Offering and Disposition
We believe that a sound base for any offering and disposition 
program is a unified L.P.A. and a unified community who have 
subordinated differences for the progress and conclusion of 
the best plan that can be jointly developed. The L.P.A. should 
offer delivery so that the customer may buy without extended red 
tape, public criticism or abuse. Whereas this may at first seem 
difficult for a public body, it is doing nothing more than follow­
ing the practice of the marketplace in acknowledging the need of 
a community like Hallowell to make itself attractive "for sale."
We would suggest further that any established land prices or 
disposition practices be subject to review or reappraisal approxi­
mately every six months by competent counsel, so that such prices 
and practices may reflect actual experience in disposition and 
the changes of the market.
Although we expect a major portion of the project area will be 
acquired for use by firms already operating in the area, either 
local firms or national firms with local branches , offerings on 
a regional basis, directed toward well-known developers, should 
not be overlooked. Early negotiations, prior to acquisition or 
demolition, could be started with the advice of real estate 
counsel.
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10. SPECIAL PROBLEMS
We envision no particular obstacles to disposal or redevelop­
ment, excepting a possible change In general economic environ­
ment in the community or the region (such as a major plant shut­
down) or in international relations. As of this writing we are 
supposed to be still moving into new and higher economic ground 
with the help of tax reduction. If on the other hand optimism 
should wane and economic pressures become greater, we would see 
an increasing resistance on the part of merchandisers and de­
velopers to undertake large capital expenditures until the future 
might again look bright.
A potential obstacle to the success of the redevelopment project 
can be a municipal tax burden which a redeveloper might be asked 
to bear. Older communities are hard pressed to raise tax reve­
nue and are asking some business properties to stand annual tax 
burdens in excess of a tolerable 3% of their real value. Tax 
policy and tax cost should be made clear and predictable to the 
developer to maximize disposition and improvement. We also sug­
gest that particular care be taken not to unduly consider the 
personal interests of local parties who may have individual plans 
which in themselves may appear reasonable but which do not par­
ticularly conform to the overall best plan for the area.
We expect that zoning and code requirements would be appropriate
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to the uses projected and to the neighborhood of development 
activity. We further trust that zoning and project controls 
would not be unduly restrictive so as to limit normal develop­
ment nor its marketability.
We see no requirement for a special study unless there are soil 
conditions or underground water which would have an adverse 
effect on development. If transient housing is a permitted use 
we understand a separate study will be made by others in this 
regard. For a community this size adjacent to a city and center 
the size of Augusta we are not particularly Impressed with the 
financial feasibility of transient housing in this center loca­
tion between Water Street and Central Street and the railroad 
tracks.
We have said nothing about municipal free parking due to the 
size of the community. If this question however comes up In 
the redevelopment program of the project we note that more and 
more cities are facing up to this question since retail compe­
tition in outlying areas does in fact offer free parking to its 
customers. It does not now, however, appear to be an issue in 
this project In a community of this size.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
In summary we find that Hallowell as a modest sized community 
by national standards has an opportunity for a modest sized 
project which can exert a real and beneficial influence on the 
"clean-up of downtown." Although from a broader point of view 
it might be desirable to see activity in the entire larger 
study area we can agree with the present inclination of present 
officials to take the more conservative and more New England 
approach to "walk before they run” and thus undertake a smaller 
but crucial undertaking In Study Area #2.
It is hoped that the State Highway Department will see its way 
clear to work closely with the town and possibly decide to under­
take simultaneously its highway Improvement activity on Water 
Street, or #201, so that both public parties can be doing their 
part towards a "new Hallowell” that will be mutually beneficial.
Implementation of urban renewal activity will take courage, fore­
sight and understanding, but it would seem to the writer to be a 
reasonable course for the Hallowell community to most judiciously 
explore and consider. We believe that there Is a feasible project 
which can be undertaken within the study area.
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